
TO MOTHER EARTH WE BOW.
THE INHALA TRIBE

Inhala comes from the mystical land of Peru. Inhala – ‘to inhale’ 
in English, opens the initial doorway connecting mind, body and 
soul. Born as an eco-driven and mindful soulwear for all beautiful 
goddesses attuned to Mother Earth. We combine the highest quality 
of recycled & organic fabrics, creative designs, and artistic prints with 
care and love. 

In our commitment to conscious production, we trace our supply 
chain in full to ensure that we have a positive impact on society and 
the environment. Our materials help alleviate ocean plastic pollution 
by a regeneration process that brings waste into high quality UV 
protection nylon fabrics and we only work with fair trade and locally 
sourced Peruvian organic cotton.
Inhala Soulwear follows the slow-fashion movement and produces 
limited capsule collections in certified workshops and collaborates 
with different artists – photographers and painters around the world 
to support and showcase their art through our fabrics. 
At Inhala, we are always looking for innovative ideas on how to 
support our mission, this season we have established a zero-waste 
program by upcycling all excess fabric and kickstarted the creation of 
a complimentary product line made from such waste, hopefully to be 
launched by the end of this year 2020! 

Since day one, Inhala Soulwear has a no-plastic commitment, we 
pack all our products in home compostable garment bags and 
reusable totes, made from organic and recycled pulp. Moreover, at 
Inhala, we have introduced “plantable” hang-tags made from bio-
contributing materials with a basil seed to gift our customers and give 
them the opportunity to grow their own plant at home. We have also 
launched an initiative for our customers to directly offset their online 
purchase by planting trees at check-out.

We understand the fashion industry is full of trade-offs and reaching 
100% sustainability is hard to accomplish but we believe there are 
always new ways to innovate, consume more consciously, preserve 
more and produce less waste. At Inhala we are committed to our 
environment, while simultaneously creating a product that all yoginis 
around the world can enjoy guilt-free.

inhalasoulwear.com

info@studiopesca.com


